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Patterns in Popular Culture:

The Use of.Popular Art in the Composition Cour a

Since the popular artt--comic books, detective stories,

advertisements, rock and country-western songs, science-

fiction movies and so on--infrequently put in an appearance

in the college classroom, we are going to assume that some

members of tl-e audience are silently asking two questions.

The first is, why should we use the,popular arts in the

composition course, and the second is how does one use them.

The first question raises the issue of the value of art

aimed deliberately at the mass market. The second reflects

the feelini; that this art is chaotic, undisciplined--perhaps

even immature--and hence impossible to organize in any

meaningful way.

To answer the first question--why should the teacher

use this material in his or her writing course--first. Our

sonse of tho value of the popular arts in the classroom was,

in the boginninp,, less theoretical than pragmatic. We
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noted that students responded enthusiaitically when a rock

song, television program or movie was made the basis of a.

discussion prior to writing. ..AnY teacher of composi-
. .

tion knows how important student enthusiasm and interest

are--and also how difficult it often is to generate these

feelings in the classroom. In addition, students know a

great deal about popular culture) it is, in effect, their

natural medium. They are never bored or ihtimidated by it.

They have solid ideas and strong.opinions which they express

with confidente, verve, and conNiction.- They are eager to

explore, for example, the,reasons for the popularity of a

particular film 'such as Animal louse or Star Wars or the

lasting.appeal ot a fairy ...le. Teacheis can find such

Aiscussions fertile ground for the cultivation of writing

exercises.

There is another reason why the popular arts are

worthy of study in the college classroom, and that reason

lies precisely in their mass appeal. Pop culture posse.sses

enormous authority and exerts a major influence on all our

lives. Even when a work cannot be examined profitably on

the(basis of its aesthetic qualities, demanding questions

of another sort can and ought to be asked of it. We should

add that some works of popular art are aesthetically sophis-

ticated and so can be examined in'traditional ways.

The second hypothetical question we raised was how

one uses pop culture in the classroom. Can comic books and

Sunday comic strips, rock songs, advertisements and movies

be organized in any meaningful, systematic fashion? We
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think they can. We have found that a very fruitful approach

to the popular arts is the one afforded by literary myth

critiasp. The premise is that certaill fundamental patterns

or "archetypes' -stories, characters, themes,situationsr-are
.

repeated again and again in myths, fairy tales, and classic

literature regardless of the culture or historical period

that gives tdrth to them, though .of course focal habitation
t'

and historical circumstance modify the archetypes in in-

teresting ways. But these same patterns also appear in

popular art; indeed, it is often easier to distinguish them

there thamin more complex, highly elaborated texts. As

Northrop Frye points out in.Anatcimy 'of Criticism, one defin-

ition ocpopular literature is that it is "literature which

affordwan unobstructed view of archetypes." Sucharchetypes4,

are ubiquitous because they give formal expression io uni-

versal-human experiences and perceptions. And because they

appear in both "classic" and popular art, one of the inters..

esting,things a teacher can do is compare their treatment--

their elaboration as well as the intentions of the artists

in using them--in the two kinds of art. Or a teacher might

want to compare the different treatment of an archetype in

two myths originating in two different 'cultures. The

changes one can ask students to ring on the archetypes that

shape popular art are exceptionally varied; and we will

retu...n later to a more concrete discussion of the kinds of

questions a teacher might pose.

What are some of the archetypes that appear frequently

in both classic literature and popular culture? Let us say
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first that, though we are using the term archetype in this

talk, and triough our.approach Is drawn largely from the

theories of Jung, in the classroom we try to avoid using

technical language or concepts. Therefore, we usually

speak of patterns instead of archetypes and avoid psycho-
A

analytic terMinology in general When we discuss the agni-

hcance of.thise Patterns with.the students. Our method is,

first; to define the patterns, then to explain their. meaning.

We iring 'in works which embody these images; we have the

students look for and bring in examples from their tele-

. vision watching, movie going, magazine reading, and so

forth. *Then.we use thie material as the basis for class-

.. room discusLion and writing.
.

The nine basic patterns we examinerin the, classroom

and in our textbook, Patterns in Popular Cultures A Source-
.

'book for Writers (Harper & Rows forthcoming, February,

1980), whidph grows out of.our compouition courses, are the.

Jhadows the Trickster, 'the Temptress, the Mother, the

Wise Old Man, the Helpful Animal, the Holy Fool, the Hero's

Quest, and Rebirth. These nine patterns, again, Are drawn

largely from Jung's analyses of the major archetypes of

what he calls the collective unconscious.

We'd like to examine the Shadow in some detailitoday.

We usUally begin with this figure in our writing courses

because it's one of the easiest of the archetypes to recog-

nize and understand the larger meaning of, and because

students can readily think of many examples of it on their

own once they've been introduced to the pattern. The shadow
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is a figura in myths, fairy tales, serious fiction, films,

comic books and so on that represents or embodies the oppo-

site of everything the hero stands for. The shadow usually

appears in certain typical forms--evil double, myaterious

stranger, fiendish alter-ego, and (perhaps the commonest

form of all) the dark or hostile brother. Examples iange from

Cain to Mr. Hyde.to Spencer Brydon'sdopolggnimer in Jamess

story "The Jolly Corner" to Professor Corwin, the character

in a telqvision show that was on a couple of nights ago called

"The Dark Side of Terror," about a man cloned into good and

evil duplicates. The ads for this show were interesting;

they showed:a Picture of the leading character which.w4s

altind of composite ilhotographs one side of his face was

normal, while the.other was a negative image. And that's

precisely what the shadow represents: it's the negative

image of the hero-figure, everything the hero is not.

. Whereas the hero is a paragon, an ideal personality, who

stands for law,lorder, morality, etc., the shadow is the very

principle of lawlessness and disorder.

It's easy to recognize the_meaning of this arche-

typal image--what universal human fact or experienee it

symbolizes. Jung talks of the shadow as a symbol of the

repressed personal unconscious, but as we have said, we avoid using

technical jargon. What we would say to our students in

explanation of this frequently recurring image is thisi

"Every human being has a shadow side. It is that side of

ourselves which is the exact opposite of what we would idoally

like to be, of what we like other people to think we are.

6



The shadow is-that.part Jourselves we consider inferior

or feel guilty or ashamed'about, which we try to hide from

everybody else and even, .sometimes, frpm ourselves." Mdst

students know the story of Dr4. Jekyll and. Mr. Hyde; and
/

when, at this time, we ask, "What does Mr. Hyde'aname mean,

why is he called Mr. gag?," they suddenly understand..

Students begin to see the underlying themes in the pop art

they hive always taken very much for granted: they enjoy.

thinking and talking about.the reasons for its appeal, how

it relates to their livesp.why they respond to it as deeply

as they do.

One of our students, after our initial discussion of

the shadow archetypes, excitedly brought into class the next

day a song by Billy Joel as an example. It's called "The

Stranger," and it's a perfect representation of this motif.

Its openiag lines are: "Well we all have a face that.we

hide away fOrever/ And we take them out and show ourselves

'when everyone has°gone." Not a grammatical song, but a very

interesting one. Our definition and discussion, the material':

we bring In, p.nd the examples the. students Pnd start them,

thinking, not onli about the meaning of the art they enjoy,

but also about themselves. And this approach makes their

own experience available to them as a subject for writing.

In regard tothe pattern we have been discussing, for in-

stance, we might have students talk and write. about the

ways in which their own shadow personalities--or those of

people close to them--somrtimes come to the.surface.

Let ,As repeat that we don't limit ourselveu to
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popular materglrAut use it in conjunction with otiler kinds

of literature. For example, when we deal with the shadow,

*we might Xerox and distribute copies of the Egyptian n,

of OsIde and his even brother Set, arid the Grimm Br u. s'

fairy tale "The Singing Bone,".,which is also about the

imtile brother. -In addition, We generally assign a col-

lection of 6lassic short stories. Ona which has been pari-

ticularly uselul is Nichael Timko's 18 Short Storieq. When

looking ist the shadow, we !night, .for instance, assign "The
,

Secret Sharer": when dealing with the Quest, Hawthorne'v

"My Kipsman, Major Molineux"; when discussing Rebirth,

\r, .Lawrence's "The Horse Dealer's Daughter," and so forth..

In this way, students see how these themes are universally
.

present in the imaginative products of humankind. Also,
04

we can in this waybegin to discuss distinctions between

more and less sophiaticated kinds Olt writing and art.
--0

Lotus quickly run throughisome examples of the other .

patterns we examine. First, there's the Trickster-figure,

the compulsive prankster, the born troublemaker who cannot

abide tranquility and is only 'happy when heqs making the

life of some stuffy authority figure miserable. The current

hit.movie Animal House is a good example of the trickster

myth (and the success of that basically crude, amateurish

film is good evidence of the perennial appeal of this arche-

type). Otifers include screen comedians like the Marx

Brothers, television 9on men like Sgt. Bilk0 And' Hogan's

Heroes, and, of course, Bugs Bunny, whom we usually dis-

cuss in relation to hia mythic forebears, showing how he

evolved from a West Arrican rabbit-trickster named "Soamba"

t` 8
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into the nineteenth-centuiy-foik figure t,fter Rabbit and finally.

, into.the wisecracking cartoon hero..

We spend some time discussing the.Temptress archetype,
- 0

)61e femme fatale, the lovely but lethal woman who bewitches

:inierywith her beauty, then lures them to destruction.. We
4

discuss this fantasy figure a3 an exprestion of some deeply

rooted oale fear of female potendy. 'Pop culture is full of

images of vampiric women, some examples of which we'll show

in emoment.

Other archetypal patterns inclaile the Good Mothee,

the symbol of nourishment, protection, comfort--sustenanci

both spiritual and physical. We discusi examples of secular

madonnas and modern-day earth mother goddessei--such as Ma

Joad; Mother Turas ("Tell me where it hurts"), Sara Lee,

and marlY more Magna Vlitv.er tYpIks ,
,*"

, Therels the Wije Old gan, the male counterpart of the
i N

good mother goddess--ari embcidimènt of insight and sagacity

who serves as the young hero's mentor, tutor and guide.

Again, we define this figure's essential traitat_ -how, when

the hero is in a desperate situation he can't extricate him.

self from or figure a way out of, the wise old man will un-

exPectedly appear, in a blaze of light, a symbol of saving

insight and illumination. We bring in examples: \Teirdsias

the ancient Greek seer, whose blindness to the outer world

is a sign of his superior insight; yierlin; Tolkien's Gandalf.0

the Grex; and Shazam.

- Other figurdt associated with wisdom, but of a some-

what different sort, imlude thn Helpful Animalsymbol of

9
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instinctual wisdbm-.7and the Ifoly Foolw

Finalli, there ari the patterns of the Quest and Re-

birth. We explain theAructurerof the quert as Joseph Camp.

bell outlines it--Call to Adventure, Separation from the

0reryday world, Threshold Crossing, Descent into:91e Realm

of Darkness, the Road.of Ordeals, Supernaturial'Aid, Winning

qf the Toon and Return--and show how it is present in works

ranging from Thor comic .books%to,Greek mythg.to slick Holly-
.

wood productions like the movie version of JoUrney to the Cen-.

ter-of the Earth (which we sometimetiCarrange to show in our

clabses).. Finally, we conclude with images of rebrrth, and

examine how pop culture often plays on very deeply rooted,

even.religious yearnings for renewal,-itan.sformation, a new ,

life.

o
We've chosen some slides Which embody_some of the

archetypes Wye been talking about, and we would.like to

show them now. (SLIDES ARE SHOWN.)

These, then, are the major vatt6rns we deal with and

the 6,1rms We present them in. The question now becomes how \,

\

exactly do we use them as the basis for a composition course? \

One point we'd like particularly to stress is this: we be-
\ i

lieve our approach\offers a very interes ing and rewarding

way into the material. At a glance, co ic books and similar

kinds of mass art seem so simple a d so etimes so simple.

minded that the teacher's immediate res onse is likely to

bc, "Uhat in tho world can one say abou these things?" But

once.ws begin to see popular art as an xpression of shared

fantasies andu
;1
niversal human concerns, it suddenly becomes

1

4
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Moeeover, although most pop, cult.ure works the com-

pOsition'claqs m4ght examine cannot.be use4..41.s1prOde. models,'

questions about tone, syntax, Alictien, figurative lahguage,'
.

rhetorical strategy, arid . audllence are a apiropriate to

:them as thdy are to serious literatUrd, since popular art

employi language, just as serious writing does, to produde
6

. .

a particular effect on particular audiences. Such questions
.

help a student understand how a country-wedtern song, for

example, works and Ayi it works. And of course, questions

2ike these, and writing assignments based on them, offfir

.other approaches to the material besides the archetypal.

While nearly ail popular art falls ii4o two categories

of prose composition--description and especially narration--

the teacher pan and should ask his or her students to respond

to it by perforsling evevy kind of writing exercises defin-

ition, 'classification, comparison and contrast, process

analysis, causal analysis, interpretation and evaluation,

and argumentation. Writing assignments can--and 13hould--

vary in 4ifficulty from relatively easy personal experience

or autobiographical essays to much more difficult consider-

ations of large cultural issues and problems. For instance,

when talking about the shadow, we frequently ask each student

either to dedcribe a sltuaticn in which he felt like an out-
.

sider, an outcast n alien, to say what happened, and

to describe his emotions t the time, or to write an essay

describing his shadow--that biscle of him or herself he is

A most afraid of or made uneasy by, that side rhich is always

I.
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kept hidden, perhaps even frose.his own.si ht.. A tUch more

ambitious LAdertaking is*to ask the ehtire btaas to specu-
.

late onsthe naAure of' America's hhadowb'apir aohieg this

tclpic by'first deciding What'Americal cons ious ide6tity

is, its deliberately defined character, the public "face"
.

0

it shOws to the Iforld, and then deciding what its underside,

its private facet is.' A discusslon such as this must ob-

viously be channeled And pruned before it Can be turned

into coherent, controlled student essays and so the teacher

a.

/ v

can demonitrate the role of ttie classification of "evidence,"

of.outlining, and of the thesis tatement.

Whin the temptresi irChe'Vp ip being studipd ins "IL

popular art, the.teacher might ask Ith students tO arglie4
either that rock music is (as many critiali have maintained)

..

0or is not sexist and hostile to women, p'oyir;g women in
4

negativegdemeaning and/or stereotypical ways.':Students.Can

use as their evidence as mar4t rock songs as'they like--the

temptress appears again and again in them--and should be
)

encouragod to quote lyrics'frequently. to'support therr

opinions and.to illustrate individual points. .0r4stuAts

might be asked to write an essay arguing whether women
0*

really do have the kind of power over men the teMptres9

'figure impliesuihat they have--power to attract and delight

but also to enslave, to degrade, to drain of vitality, pur-

poso and even identity. Or, since thb ;Ind of man who, in

popular art, succumbs to the temptress is nearly always a,
i

soldier, aaventurer. exOloror, leader, or.cowboy, students

Qould be asked to analyze mAy these men are apparently Most

S.
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vulnerable to her.

Because we've shown an ad for Alpha Kori Bath Oil-as

'ari example of the rebirth archetype, we'd like to suggest

some writing assignments keyed specifically to it. A

teacher might ask his students to agiee or disagree with the

frequently expressed notian 'that America is a youth-oriented

.nationu that we are obsessed with looking ynurig ari4\terri-
.

fied of old age and'death. The Alpha Keri ad coUld blw used,

akonly.one.ot a number Of different kinds of cultural 4vi-

aence, to support this ntion. Or perhaps the teacher might

'.want to Assign a very brief in-class writing exercise, One

designed to yield only a paragraph which uld then be

read aloud--or written on the blackboard. ..tscrutinized

carefully. He or she mIght ask students to ignore the copy

of the ad and concentrate only on iti visual.aspects, analy-

zing what.effect the lighting has,..why the woman is posi-

tioned as she 1.s, what effect her nudity has, and so on.

What you car do with the Alpha Keri ad'in twenty

minutes--namely, generate a short, complete essay--can be

done with countless examples of popular art. Rock songs,

fairy and folk tales, advertisements, comic strips, myths,

are almost always short enough to be examined in class,

discussed briefly, and written about, unlike the traditional

essay, Dr:narrative, which is*ulsually either so long or so

complex that valuable time must be,spent explicating it.

Besides its appeal to the student's, then, pop culture

possesses a tremendous advantage to the teacher who is eager
4to get on with the legitimat.) business of the comporiAtIon

1
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class: which is, of' cou;se, having students write ahd eval-

uating that writing.

We'd like to close.this talk by;quoting Marshal

McCluhan, who said in a television interview once that "al-

though most TV shows are appalling in themselves, they can

become quite delightful when looked ai for their hidden

cultural significance." It's hard to argue with McCluhan

beret there are lots of television shows and other works

of popular entertainment that are indeed pretty appalling,

at least when they are judged bY the standards of serious

art. -This does not mean that all pop culture,is bad art;

on the cont4rary, many works--early.American comic.strips,

for example, and many movies--have a great deal of aesthe-

tic merit; some are r..uite marvelous. But even the crudest

an& most simpleminded of popular.works have, .as McCluhan

suggests, important things to teach us about our lives.

The composition instructor should not feel that he is

pandering to the lowest Common denominator by uiing pop art

in the classroom. On the contrary, an approach such as the

one we've suggested gives him a special opportunity to

engage the interest of his students, while turning them from

uncritical consumers into people who can think, talk; and

write intelligently about material which deeply affects all

our lives.

4
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